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1, Lifting of Local Subdifferentiations and Elliptic Boundary
Value Problems on Symmetric Domains. I

By Takashi SUZUKi*) and Ken’ichi NAGASAKI**)

(Communicated by KSsaku YOSIDA, M. ,l. A., Jan. 12, 1988)

1. Introduction. In [2], C. V. Coffman has shown the existence of
non-radial solutions of
(1.1) -zlu+u=u+, uO (in g), u=O (on39)
on the annulus domain 9--{a lxla-+-c}cR for N=I, 2, Immediately
is seen that his method applies to
(1.2) -u=u, uO (in 9), u=O (one9)
on the same domain 9 or 1p, and implies the relation
(1.3)
as a, c being fixed, where denotes the gr.oup .o homeomorphisms
induced by rotations of independent variables x e 9. The proof consists
of two parts.

Namely, let J(v)=][Vvl[/l[v[[+ and K={v e H(9)] Tv=v, v0}{0},
where T denotes the rotation of independent variables x=re
1,2,

(Tv)(re ) v(re ( (/)).
Further, let K {v e H(9) v is radial, v 0}k{0). Then, first a theorem
due to Z. Nahari [8] assures us that each solution u=u (k=l, 2,...,
o the local variational problem
(1.4) To minimize J(v) on v e K
satisfies the equation (1.2) by a suitable stretching transformation. Next,
the critical values ]’s (k= 1, 2, ., )"
(1.5)
are separated as a after somewhat technical calculations, which
guarantees (1.3).

In the manner of Steiner’s symmetrization, B. Kawohl has refined the
second part .o above proo in [6]. That is, it holds that
(1.6) m In with mn implies ]] provided that ]].
Therefore, (1.3) is reduced to showing that or any m e N, ]] ollows
in the case that a is sufficiently large or each fixed c 0.

Still the first part o the above proo depends heavily on the homo-
genity property o the nonlinear term f(u)=u and seems to be impossible
to extend into general cases in its original orm. However, in the present
paper we shall show that generally, solutions o local variational problem
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such as (1.4) could solve the equation such as (1.2) derived from global
variational problem under some property called invariance. Then, we
apply the result to show the existence of second radial solutions for elliptic
boundary value problems on annulus domains in R, for rather wide class
of nonlinearities.

In forthcoming papers, non-radial solutions for the eigenvalue problem
(1.7) -zlu=2e (in ), u--O (on
where 2--{alxll}cR and 20, and positive solutions for eigenvalue
problems of variational inequalities, will be discussed.

2. Lifting of local sub.differentiations. Let H be a real Hilbert
space, and , : H-.(-,-t-oo] be proper convex lower semi-continuous
functionals such that D(+)=D()D(4x)=/=, where D() denotes the
effective domain of D()-- {u H l(u) + c}. We recall that for f e H’
and u e H, the relation f e f(u) indicates that

() (u)+ (f, u)
for each e H, where ( denotes the pairing between H’ and H. There-
fore, 3(u)=/= implies u e D(). For the background of the notion f e 3(u),
we refer to Brzis [1].

We are interested in the equivalence of two relations
(2.1) f e (9+)(u)
and
(2.2)
In fact, we have

Proposition 1.
(2.3)

f e f(u).

If there exists a w e H such that
f e 3(w) and 4x(w) (u),

then (2.1) implies (2.2).
Proposition 2. In the case of (u)= Inf {() I e H}, (2.2) implies (2.1).
Proof of Proposition 1. Supposing (2.1) nd (2.3), we hve

(2.1)’ (w) -- (w) (u)+(u) -- (f, w u}
and
(2.3)’ () (w)+ (f, --w}for each e H. Noting that (w)(u) c nd (w) , we dd these
two inequalities to obtain
(2.4) () :>_ 9(u)+ (f, u}.

Proof of Proposition 2. For each e H, we have
() --() ()-- (u) (u)+ (f, u}+ (u).

Let KH be a non-void, closed and convex set, and let =1 be its
indicator ()=0 for e K and ()= +c for e H\K. Then, an ira-
mediate consequence of these two propositions is

Theorem 1. For f e H’ and u e H, the following two properties are
equivalent"
(2.5) f e (+IK)(u) and f e (w) for some w e K
(2.6) u e K and f e (u).

Henceforth, the condition f e 3(w) with some w e K is called the
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invariance of f with respect to in K. Thus, we obtain a solution u of

f e (u) in K by way of a solution for f e (?.+ l)(u), when the invariance
property holds.

:}. txistence of non.minimal solutions. In this section, we consider
the eigenvalue problem
(3.1) --u=2f(u) (in ), u=0 (on )
on the annulus domain ={x[a<x]<b}R for O<a<b<. The non-
linear function f’Ro[O, +) is supposed to be C and satisfy
(fl) f(0)0, f’(0)0 and f"(t)O (for t0)

(2) lira f(t)_+ and 0f(t)tF(t) (for t large enough)

with 0<0<,
or 2>0, let ={e C(9)C(9) solves (2.1)}. Then, it is known that
here exists a i >0 such hatN= for 2>i andNfor 0 <2 <i. Purther,
here exists a minimal element g, ealled the minimal solution, in for
each 2 e (0, i). In other words, the relation (z)g(z) (z e 9) holds for
any e . These results hold for arbitrary domain DcR with smooth
boundary. Nor the roofs, see Crandall-Nabinowit [] and its references.
Prom minimality, g becomes radial when 9={a <l<b}.

We can show the following
Theorem Z. Nor eaeh 2 (0,), eotai radial element other

In fae, for general domain DR, Crandall-Nabinowit [g] has proved
the existence of a non-minimal element of for each (0, i), under the
restriction tha the nonlinearity f is of sub-critical, i.e., f(t)C(l+tO
(t>0) for 1<<(+2)/(-2) in the ease >2 and f(t)C ex (l+t) (t>0)
for <2 in the ease n=2. However, in ease of suereritieal nonlinearity,
he assertion does not hold in general. In fact, we have a counter example
that 9={z<l}R and f(t)=e for 8 ([g], el. [4]). Our oint is that
the assertion is rue even for super-critical nonlinearities in the ease of
annulus domains.

Proof of heorem 2 is carried over by tracing that of [8] in the saee
of radial functions. ha is, we take K=K in he notation of 1. hen,
the maing e KF(v) e L(D) (l<p<) is compact and continuous.
Thus, the functional

(=g {l(+ -I}- {F(+)-F(}

is well-defined on K for 2 e (0, i). If J satisfies
(.)
for some K{0}, then =g+ e K{g} satisfies

which reads" 2f() e 0(p+ 1)() in
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1 [Vvl2 (v e H)H=Ho(9) for ,(v)-- -Now, it is easy to see the invariance, that is, the existence of w e K such
that 2f(u)e 39(w), i.e., -Aw=2f(u) (in 9) and w-0 (on 9), because u e K
is radial and so is 2f(u). Theref.ore, Theorem 1 implies 2f(u)e (u), and
hence Theorem 2 follows.

To show (3.2)for some w e K\{0}, we can make use of the mountain
pass lemma in K for J. All we have to do is to verify the conditions in
[3] in the Hilbert space K. It is not trivial, but rather straight-forward
and we .omit the proof here.

Remark. We can derive (3.1) directly from (3.3) by writing the latter
in polar coordinate and making use of the regularity property for one-
dimensional elliptic operators. Such a way of finding radial solutions can
be traced back to Kazdan-Warner [7]. Hewever, our way of derivation
does not need such regularity, which will get important in the study of
other problems such as variational inequalities, for instance.
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